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Light scattering and atomic force microscopy study
of InAs island formation on InP
I. Rasnik, M. J. S. P. Brasil,a) F. Cerdeira, C. A. C. Mendonça, and M. A. Cotta
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Some aspects of the morphology of InAs island formation on InP have been studied by atomic force
microscopy, photoluminescence, photoluminescence excitation spectroscopy, and Raman scattering.
The InAs layer is grown by chemical beam epitaxy on top of InP surfaces with sawtooth-like
channels. The deposition of a thin InAs layer results in quantum dots strongly aligned along the InP
channels. Subsequent annealing in an arsenic atmosphere produces growth and loss of coherency of
the islands. Atomic force microscopy shows the changes in size and alignment of the islands.
Optical measurements serve to give quantitative estimates of the strain distribution among the top
of the InP buffer layer, the wetting layer and the islands for the differently treated samples. ©2000
American Institute of Physics.@S0021-8979~00!02003-X#
I. INTRODUCTION
The growth of heteroepitaxially mismatched systems un-
der Stranski–Kastranov conditions has been widely applied
for obtaining self-assembled islands. Efforts are usually con-
centrated on establishing growth conditions in which these
islands have increased areal density and uniformity.1,2 A
measure of success has been attained in several cases, result-
ing in relatively high quality samples with zero-dimensional
~0D! structures in which fundamental properties of this low-
dimensionality system manifest themselves.3–7 However,
several problems have yet to be solved before high quality
growth of quantum dots~QDs! can be achieved consistently
by this method, such as it would be needed for the fabrica-
tion of devices based on 0D semiconductor structures.
Hence, morphological studies performed on self-assembled
QDs grown under a variety of conditions are still of great
interest. Particularly, information about the strain distribu-
tion is especially useful for the development of new struc-
tures, such as strain-induced quantum dots8 and vertically
self-organized quantum dots.9 The first one is obtained by
using self-assembled growth islands as stressors to modulate
a quantum well, whereas in the former one, self-assembled
islands are grown on different planes present a strong align-
ment along the vertical direction due to strain effects.
Most of the work on self-assembled islands has been
performed in systems deposited on GaAs substrates, such as
InAs/GaAs or InGaAs/GaAs. However, fewer results are
available on systems deposited on InP substrates,10–15 de-
spite their importance for device applications. Among these
results, two are particularly important to the present wok.
First, it has been shown that the surface roughening during
the homoepitaxial growth of InP can be controlled in such a
way as to generate a modulated surface composed of elon-
gated channels with a sawtooth-like profile.16,17 Second, it
has been demonstrated10 that the InAs islands formed on top
of such InP modulated surface show a remarkable alignment
along the sawtooth-like channels. It is expected that this
alignment has an effective influence on the size, density, and
uniformity of the self-assembled islands. The possibility of
exploring the effects of anin situ modulated surface on the
dynamics governing the formation of islands makes the InP-
based systems especially interesting for growing self-
assembled islands.
In this work, we study the evolution of InAs films,
grown on top of InP surfaces with sawtooth-like channels, as
a function of annealing in an As atmosphere, subsequent to
the InAs deposition. For this purpose, we use atomic force
microscopy~AFM!, photoluminescence~PL!, and photolu-
minescence excitation spectroscopies~PLE! as well as Ra-
man scattering~RS! under conditions of near resonance with
the InAsE1 optical gap. These studies give a semiquantita-
tive picture of the strain distribution among the InP buffer
layer, the InAs wetting layer~WL! and the InAs islands, as
the latter grow in size with increasing annealing time.
II. EXPERIMENT
The samples were grown by chemical beam epitaxy, at
500 °C on vicinal 2° off~100! InP substrates, using trimeth-
ylindium diluted with hydrogen carrier gas, and thermally
decomposed pure arsine and phosphine. The InAs layers
were deposited on a 300 nm InP buffer layer with a modu-
lated profile, which is shown schematically in the top part of
Fig. 1. Based on the nominal growth rate~0.7 monolayers/s!
and the deposition time~3 s!, the InAs layers correspond to
the two-dimensional~2D! equivalent of two monolayers.
Subsequent to the InAs growth, the samples were maintained
under cracked AsH3 flux. The duration of this As annealing
was varied for each sample. All samples were terminated in
InAs with no capping layer added.
The surface morphology of the samples was investigated
by in-air AFM. Both the PL and PLE spectra were measured
at 2 K using, for excitation, the 488 nm line of an Ar1 laser
for the former and a Ti:Sa laser for the latter. The emission
was analyzed by a 1 mdouble spectrometer and a S-1 pho-a!Electronic mail: brasil@ifi.unicamp.br
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tomultiplier. The Raman scattering spectra were obtained at
300 K in a backscattering geometry using the 488 nm Ar1
laser line for excitation. The scattered light was dispersed by
a triple spectrometer and detected by a charge coupled de-
vice ~CCD! detector. The results presented here correspond
to the anti-Stokes spectra, since there are too many plasma
laser lines on the Stokes spectra within the range of interest.
Raman scattering configurations are described in the usual
notationxi(xjxk)xl , where the first~last! letter indicates the
direction of the incoming~scattered! beams and the ones in
parentheses describe their respective polarization. All our
measurements were performed in backscatteringz(xy) z̄ and
z(xx) z̄, wherex, y, andz are the cubic axes and the latter
coincides with the growth direction.
III. EFFECTS OF STRAIN
Heteroepitaxy with materials of different bulk lattice
constants produce layers strained in the plane perpendicular
to the growth axis. This strain affects the electronic and vi-
brational properties of the resulting layers. A recent review18
compiles information about these effects that has been col-
lected by different authors along the last two decades. The
effects of deformations on the Raman-active modes of semi-
conductor microstructures, particularly those arising in het-
eroepitaxy, are reviewed by Jusserand and Cardona,19 whose
notation we shall use in analyzing our results. In this section,
we merely summarize, from this rather ample body of
knowledge, the results relevant to the interpretation of our
data.
In the type of structures we are studying, the distribution
of strain is very different in different portions of the sample.
The two-dimensional layers~buffer or wetting layers! show
mostly bisotropic strain, homogeneously distributed in the
plane of the layer, although it can vary along the growth axis.
The strain distribution within the islands is far more
complex,20–23 depending on their shape and size. We shall
examine first the simpler case of 2D films and comment later
on how some of these results can be used to obtain average
information about the state of strain in the islands.
For heteroepitaxial growth of two-dimensional layers
along the@001# direction, the strain developed in the struc-
tures is symmetric in thexy plane. Such strains could be:
uniaxial deformations along the growth axis, biaxially sym-
metric deformations in thexy plane~also called bisotropic!,
which match the in-plane lattice constants of both constituent
layers, or totally isotropic~hydrostatic! deformations. In all
cases, the strain tensore i j can be decomposed in two irre-
ducible components:
eH5exx1eyy1ezz and es5~exx1eyy!/22ezz, ~1!
where the first one represents the totally isotropic~hydro-
static!, and the last one, the pure shear parts of the deforma-
tion.
For in-plane lattice matching, without bowing or other
deformations, the strain tensor is given by
exx5eyy5e, ezz52Ge, with G52C12/C11, ~2!
and
e5~aL2a0!/a0 . ~3!
Here,aL(a0) is the in-plane lattice constant~equilibrium lat-
tice constant of the bulk material! of the layer andCi j are the
elastic constants~stiffness! of the material. The tensor of Eq.
~2! results in irreducible components:
eH5~22G!e and es5~11G!e. ~4!
In contrast, for a purely hydrostatic deformation, we have
exx5eyy5ezz5DV/3V with eH5DV/V and es50,
~5!
whereV is the volume of the cubic unit cell.
The strain provokes changes in the fundamental gap of
direct, cubic, semiconductors subjected to these types of
strain given by
Eg5E01dEH1~1/2!dEs
with dEH5aeH and dEs52bes . ~6!
Here a and b are deformation potentials of the band edge
states for the bulk materials.18
Similar expressions are valid for the Raman active
modes. In thin epitaxial films, these phonons are related to
the bulk dispersion curve of the LO modes~TO modes!
when vibrating along the growth axis~xy plane!. The TO
modes form a degenerate doublet while the LO mode is a
singlet, shifted from their unstrained frequencies by19
DvLO5DvH2~2/3!Dvs and DvTO5DvH1~1/3!Dvs ,
~7!
where the shear (Dvs) and hydrostatic (DvH) parts of the
frequency shift are expressed in terms of a set of constants,
Ki j , characteristic of the bulk material as
FIG. 1. Schematic diagram of our structure and AFM images from our
samples:~a! sample R~without InAs deposition!, ~b! sample A~InAs layer
without annealing!, ~c! sample B~InAs layer with 1.5 min annealing!, ~d!
sample C~InAs layer with 3.0 min annealing!.
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wherev0 is the phonon frequency for the bulk material.
The expressions summarized in this section shall be used
in the next one to analyze the results of our optical measure-
ments. The constants pertaining to bulk InAs and InP enter-
ing these equations have been listed in Table I for convenient
reference.
The above equations can be used with confidence to in-
fer the state of strain of the 2D portions of the samples, such
as the InP buffer or the InAs wetting layer. The 3D islands
have a more complex strain distribution, which depends on
the shape and size of these structures.20–23 Most authors ar-
gue that, in commensurate growth, the hydrostatic compo-
nent of the strain is transmitted to the islands in a reasonably
homogeneous manner. The shear components, however, vary
along the island height in manners that depend on the exact
shape of the island. Some authors also find a rather small
contribution of the off diagonal strain tensor, such asexy .
These, however, are much smaller than the shear component
due to the diagonal components@see, for instance, Fig. 1~c!
in Ref. 20#, and shall be neglected in our analysis. The prob-
lem with such complex inhomogeneous distributions of
strain is that they are very difficult to determine by light
scattering experiments. The laser beam intersects more than
a hundred islands of different sizes~see Fig. 1! and the mea-
surement results in an average over these islands, as well as
an average within each island. The problem could be simu-
lated by enhancing the hydrostatic component over the shear
one, while maintaining their definitions given by Eqs.~4!, as
some authors have done in similar cases.24 This however,
introduces an extra adjustable parameter of dubious value.
An alternative would be to treat them in the same way as the
wetting layer. The values of strain thus obtained would loose
their strict quantitative value. On the other hand, by compar-
ing the evolution of the numbers from one sample to another,
we would get a fairly good feeling about the strain relaxation
as a function of annealing. This is precisely the way we
chose, since we are more interested in obtaining trends as
annealing proceeds than accurate values of the strain distri-
bution in the islands.
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Figure 1 shows a schematic diagram of our structure and
the AFM images from four representative samples. Sample R
is a reference sample with no InAs deposition. Therefore, its
image corresponds to the surface of the InP buffer layer.
Samples A, B, and C have InAs layers grown as described in
the previous section. Sample A was terminated just after the
InAs deposition with no As annealing, and samples B and C
were submitted to As annealing for 1.5 and 3 min, respec-
tively. Table II gives the average diameter and height of the
islands from each sample obtained from the AFM images.
The AFM image of the surface of sample R exhibits a series
of uniform parallel channels. These channels extend for sev-
eral microns and are separated by a distance of the order of
150 nm. Previous work16,17shows that they are aligned along
the @110# direction and have a sawtooth-like profile, as indi-
cated in the diagram of Fig. 1. The AFM image from sample
A shows that the InAs islands are already formed on the
sample without annealing and that they are strongly aligned
along the InP channels. The AFM pictures from samples B
and C show that the As annealing gives rise to a redistribu-
tion of the InAs incorporated at the InP surface, resulting in
a substantial increase in the size of the islands. It is also
expected that the As annealing results in a effective deposi-
tion of additional InAs.14,25 which may also contribute to
increasing the size of the InAs islands. The tendency of the
islands to align along the InP channels is obviously degraded
for samples B and C, since the islands become of the order
of, or bigger than, the separation between two InP channels.
Figure 2 shows the PL and PLE spectra for our samples
in the InP emission range. We do not observe any radiative
emission from the InAs film, including the expected InAs
wetting layer and the InAs islands. Emission from these
structures are, however, observed on similar samples with
InP cap layers,10–13 indicating that the InAs air terminated





Material TO LO TO LO TO LO C11 C12
c a ~eV!d b ~eV!d
InAs 219.6a 241.4a 27.3 26.4 0.57 0.57 8.329 4.526 6.0 21.8
InP 304.2a 346.2a 28.6 27.4 0.69 1.20 10.22 5.76 6.5 22.0
aOur Raman data.
bObtained from Table III 1 in Ref. 19.
cObtained from Table IV in Ref. 37.
dObtained from Table I, Ref. 18.
TABLE II. Average diameter and height of the islands in each sample,








A ¯ 35 10–20
B 1.5 150 45–55
C 3.0 200 70–85
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surface creates a high density of nonradiative defects, which
annihilate the radiative emission from those areas. The PL
spectra show two main peaks, the high energy one is attrib-
uted to excitons bound to shallow impurities and the low
energy one, to a donor-acceptor pair recombination.26 The
small shoulder observed on sample B at 1.393 eV is probably
related to P vacancies27 created during the As annealing. All
PL bands from samples A, B, and C are shifted to lower
energies when compared to the reference sample R with no
InAs layer. This shift is larger for sample A and decreases
with increasing annealing time. They can be explained by a
decrease of the band gap of the InP in the region probed by
the PL measurements. Considering that the energy shift of
the excitonic emission closely follows the band gap energy,
the PL results indicate that the InP band gap in the range
probed by the exciting radiation (d'35 nm) of samples A,
B, and C are, respectively, 15.0, 3.0, and 0.5 meV smaller
than the regular InP band gap.28 This diminished band gap
close to the InP/InAs interface could, in principle, be attrib-
uted to diffusion of As atoms across the interface, which is a
known property of As in phosphorous compounds.13 This
process would create an InAsP interfacial alloy layer with
smaller band gap than bulk InP. In this case, however, the
alloy would be richer in As, with a consequent shrinking of
the bandgap as the annealing time increases, contrary to our
experimental results. A better explanation is to assume that
the InP buffer layer is strained close to the interface. Defor-
mation of the buffer layer lying beneath self-assembled is-
lands has been invoked before, in order to explain why it is
possible to grow dislocation-free islands in strained
systems.2,29 A partial elastic deformation of both the InAs
islands and of the buffer layer near the islands lowers the
strain energy of the system and allows the Stranski–
Krastanov islands to remain coherent and dislocation free.
Naturally, there is an upper limit to the size of the islands,
beyond which, the strain relaxes by creating misfit disloca-
tions. Strain in the layers below self-assembled islands has
been observed as a contrast variation in transmission electron
microscopy images.2,9,11,30While these measurements are ef-
fective in detecting the presence of strain and in determining
the length scale of the strain field on the buffer layer, they do
not provide a quantitative measurement of this strain. The
latter is, in some cases, achieved through careful interpreta-
tion of Raman scattering measurements. Our Raman results
shall be discussed towards the end of this article.
The variation of the InP band gap is related to a bisotro-
pic tensile strain by@Eqs.~4! and~6! and numerical informa-
tion of Table I#:
DEg~eV!5210.2796e lnP. ~9!
The highest band gap variation observed experimentally,
215 meV, corresponds to a tensile strain in the InP layer of
the order of 0.15%, which is much smaller than the total
lattice mismatch between InP and InAs~'3.2%!.
The PLE spectra are also presented in Fig. 2, as dotted
curves. The peaks in these spectra show the same trend ex-
hibited by those in the PL spectra, i.e., the deposition of InAs
~sample A! induces a strong redshift of the PLE peak, com-
pared to the sample without islands~ ample R!. This shift
decreases with increasing annealing time~samples B and C!.
However, the magnitude of the energy shifts for the PLE
peaks is smaller than that of the corresponding PL peaks.
Also PLE peaks are broader in the samples with InAs,
whereas PL peaks have the same width in all samples. This
broadening is larger for sample A, which also exhibits the
strongest redshift. These differences between PL and PLE
spectra can be understood once we realize that the strain
varies from a maximum value at the interface to zero deeper
within the InP buffer layer. The PL peak results from recom-
bination, which will take place at the point in space where
the gap is minimum, while the PLE peak is related to absorp-
tion, which will have a weighted average of all regions
probed by the laser beam. This is aggravated by the fact that
the laser line used for PLE measurements (l'875 nm) has a
much larger penetration depth (d'1 mm) than the one used
for PL measurements~l5488 nm withd'35 nm!.28 Hence,
the wide PLE peak results from sampling a graded strain in
the first micron of the InP buffer layer below the InAs is-
lands, while the PL spectra originates in the region of space
of maximum stress within a depth of 35 nm in the InP buffer
layer.
The results discussed above, as well as previous results
about the strain distribution on similar self-assembled is-
lands, lead to the following picture. The relatively small
InAs islands from sample A preserve their coherence by re-
lieving a fraction of the InAs/InP lattice mismatch in the
form of a graded strain into the InP buffer layer beneath the
islands. As we increase the annealing time, the InAs islands
grow and become progressively incoherent. The mismatch is
now relieved through misfit dislocations, with the islands
relaxing and becoming disconnected from the buffer layer,
leading to a disappearance of the strain in the InP layer.
Raman scattering provides additional insight into the
strain present in the different layers of our sample. The Ra-
man spectra from our samples with InAs deposit are dis-
played in Fig. 3. All spectra were normalized to constant
i tensity of the InP line, which does not suffer resonant en-
hancement. They exhibit three main structures, at frequency
FIG. 2. PL and PLE spectra at 2 K from our samples in the InP emission
range.
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shifts of approximately 347, 240, and 220 cm21. An intense
plasma line~not shown! also appears at 315 cm21, which
provides a reference against which small frequency shifts can
be measured. The highest frequency line is produced by the
InP LO phonon and it only appears for~xy! polarization, in
agreement with the selection rules for this scattering
geometry.19 In contrast, both LO and TO lines are present in
the spectra of the InAs layer~240 and 220 cm21, respec-
tively! in violation of this selection rule. The first observa-
tion is that the Raman intensities of the lines on the InAs side
of the spectrum increase in intensity as the annealing time
increases. This is consistent with previous results14,25 and
with our AFM measurements, which show a significant in-
crease in size of the InAs islands with increasing annealing
time. The appearance of the forbidden LO line in the~xx!
polarization can be attributed to the fact that the exciting
laser is in near resonance with the InAsE1 optical gap. Un-
der this condition, Fro¨hlich interaction is known to induce
the appearance of the LO line in this polarization, with in-
tensities that can be even greater to those of the allowed
~deformation potential-induced! scattering in the ~xy!
configuration.31,32 The appearance of the TO phonon line,
forbidden in both configurations, is more difficult to under-
stand. We defer that discussion to the end of this section.
Going back to the LO lines, we observe that the Fro¨hlich
scattering mechanism enhances the Raman cross sections of
LO phonons of very small wave vectors. Hence, it should not
be effective in very thin epitaxial layers, such as our InAs
wetting layer, where confinement quantize wave vectors at
very large values. This effect was detected in time-resolved
measurements performed on other types of
microstructures33,34 as well as in thin InAs layers, where the
Fröhlich coupling mechanism does not manifest itself for 2D
layers of thickness inferior to three monolayers.35,36A closer
look at the spectra of Fig. 3 reveals that the~xx! and ~xy!
spectra are different in line position and relative intensities,
indicating that they originate from different regions of the
sample. In view of the preceding discussion, we attribute the
spectra of the~xx! configuration to the islands~whose large
dimensions produce small wave vector phonons! and the~xy!
spectra to the wetting layer~less than 2 ML thick, with
phonons of very large wave vector!. Hence, comparing the
frequency shifts of the spectra in both polarizations we
should be able to detect the differences in the states of strain
of the wetting layer and island material. These shifts are
easily visible in Fig. 3, where vertical lines indicate the po-
sition of the LO and TO lines in bulk InAs. The line posi-
tions vary from one sample to the next within a given polar-
ization and from one polarization to the other for a given
sample. This indicates that the state of strain of the wetting
layer and islands is different within a given sample and that
the strain distribution changes from one sample to another,
i.e., as annealing proceeds. In contrast, no discernible change
is observed in the InP side of the spectrum. We believe that
this is due to the fact that the small strain~'0.15%! detected
by the PL measurements near the top of the InP buffer layer
is too small to provide frequency shifts easily measured in
our experimental conditions. For this reason, we shall con-
fine our discussion to the InAs part of the spectrum.
In order to analyze the frequency shifts between the lines
in our spectra and those of bulk InAs~Dv!, we separate the
two factors contributing to these shifts: confinement~down-
shift! and compressive strain~upward shift!:
Dv5DvC1DvStrain. ~10!
For a perfectly bisotropic strain, the second term in Eq.~10!




where Dv is measured in inverse centimeters. The second
term in Eq.~10! must be obtained from the dispersion curves
of the phonons of InAs. Using data from Ref. 37, we esti-
mateDvC(LO)528.0 cm
21 for the wetting layer. The is-
lands have linear dimensions of several hundreds of Ang-
stroms ~Table II!, and should produce no significant
confinement shift.22,37 With these assumptions, we can cal-
culateDvStrain from the observed shifts and, with this, we
can estimate the strain present in the islands and wetting
layer of our samples. These numbers are listed in Table III.
In sample A~no annealing!, the wetting layer holds a com-
pressive bisotropic strain close to, but a little smaller than,
the maximum strain for lattice matching with bulk InP
(102emax'23.2). This agrees with the PL results which in-
dicate a measure of distribution of the mismatch strain with
the top of the InP buffer layer holding a small amount of
expansive strain (102e'0.15). Annealing progressively re-
laxes the strain in the wetting layer, so that for sample C, the
WL reaches a value of approximately 25% of the maximum
mismatch strain.
For the islands, the numerical results show the same
trends~Table III!, although the actual numbers are less con-
clusive and even seem to indicate a positive, albeit small,e
for samples B and C. We notice that the absolute value of
these numbers are, for sample B~C!, only 9% ~3%! of the
FIG. 3. Raman scattering spectra from samples A, B, and C, obtained at
300 K in a backscattering geometry using the 488 nm Ar1 laser line for
excitation.
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maximum mismatch strain. This result has to be viewed un-
der certain considerations. First, the small positive values
obtained fore are well within the error of our estimation ofe.
Second, the strain distribution within the islands is not ho-
mogeneous, with partial cancellations between the hydro-
static and shear parts of the strain tensor.20–23 Finally, the
laser beam collects information over hundreds of islands, so
the values ofe obtained, regardless of the assumptions made
about the strain tensor, is a rough average over many islands
with different sizes and states of strain.
Recent Raman measurements seem to indicate that a
purely bisotropic strain is not sufficient to explain the experi-
mental data on InAs/InP islands, including the InAs wetting
layer.24 These authors invoke an extra hydrostatic compres-
sion in order explain their observed frequency shifts. This
appears to be in line with calculations,20–23 which show a
distribution of the shear part of the strain within the islands
that is inhomogeneous along the growth direction. However,
the experiments of Ref. 24 were performed on capped is-
lands, whereas the calculations refer to uncapped ones. Also,
this device of enhancing the hydrostatic component was not
used by Pavesiet al.38 to analyze their experimental data on
thin InAs/InP quantum wells, or by us. In our case, using
purely bisotropic strain we are able to explain consistently
the observed trends, although we realize that the values of
listed in Table III for the islands have to be considered a
mere indicator of trends rather than a numerical value of the
actual strain. Having this in mind, the results presented in
Table III for the LO phonons show, with a high degree of
coherency, that strain relaxes, both in the WL and islands, as
annealing proceeds and that, for each degree of heat treat-
ment, the strain is more relaxed in the WL than in the
islands.
Let us now turn to the TO mode. The fact that this line
appears on the InAs part of the spectrum, but not on the InP
side one, leads to the belief that this is related to the forma-
tion of islands and/or crystallographic defects in the former.
Similar results were observed by Armellest al.39 and was
attributed to scattering from crystallographic directions other
than @100#, due to the large difference in refractive index
~between air and the material of the island! and by the exis-
tence of facets in the island oriented along several crystallo-
graphic directions. We notice that this difference of refrac-
tive index would also have a waveguide effect distributing
light through multiple internal reflection along large parts of
the film, and not just the island where a particular light ray
entered the film. Defects would have a similar effect. This
would allow collection of scattered light from phonons that
do not propagate along the growth axis and come from dif-
ferent portions of the sample. These phonons would have a
slight mixture of TO and LO character, which would explain
the fact that the trends in frequency shifts for a given polar-
ization are the same for both TO and LO modes. This can be
seen in Table III. In fact, if we treat the TO modes in a
manner similar to that of the LO modes, usingDvC(TO)
521.0 cm21 $DvC(TO)50.0 cm
21% for xy $xx%
polarization,37 we obtain values fore which are consistent
with those obtained for the LO modes~ ee Table III!. We
realize that these numbers cannot be taken as a precise mea-
surement of the strain. However, their evolution, as anneal-
ing proceeds, lends consistency to the overall picture we ob-
tain from the different measurements performed on our
samples.
V. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
We studied the evolution of the formation of InAs is-
lands, grown on InP surfaces with sawtooth-like channels,
using AFM, PL, PLE, and Raman spectroscopy. The data
from all four types of experiment are in remarkable good
agreement with one another. Three seconds of InAs deposi-
tion results in small InAs islands strongly aligned along the
InP channels. The InAs wetting layer formed on this sample
seems to maintain its coherency by relieving part of the total
lattice mismatch strain to a portion of the InP layer immedi-
ately below it. This is shown both by the redshift of the PL
line from a thin layer close to the top of the buffer layer and
is reinforced by the Raman results from the InAs wetting
layer, which shows a correspondingly small degree of strain
relaxation. The As annealing produces a redistribution of the
InAs material and, also, an effective deposition of further
TABLE III. Frequency shifts,Dv, for the InAs Raman lines, as compared to bulk values. The fraction of this
shift produced by bisotropic strain (Dvstress), as well as the strain~e! calculated with Eq.~8! from this shift are
also listed. The maximum strain shifts for bisotropic strain, produced by perfect lattice matching (102«max
523.2) areDvstrain510.6 cm
21 for the LO andDvstrain56.4 cm












Dv (cm21) 2.2 2.8 6.0 2.2
A (Dvstrain) ~10.2! ~2.8! ~7.0! ~2.2!
102« 23.1 21.1 23.5 21.1
Dv (cm21) 24.6 21.7 2.1 20.6
B (Dvstrain) ~3.4! ~21.7! ~3.1! ~20.6!
102« 21.03 0.3 21.6 10.3
Dv (cm21) 25.3 20.3 2.7 1.1
C (Dvstrain) ~2.7! ~20.3! ~3.7! ~1.1!
102« 20.8 0.09 21.9 20.6
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InAs material, resulting in the growth of the InAs islands that
loose their alignment and become increasingly incoherent.
The strain, estimated from Raman scattering measurements,
for the islands in annealed samples becomes negligibly
whereas the wetting layer still retains a fraction of its initial
strain.
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